**THE INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL, DUBAI**  
**ELIGIBILITY TEST SYLLABUS**  
**FOR GRADE -2 (2017 - 2018)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO.</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>TOPICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.    | **ENGLISH** | • Use of is, am, are& has, have  
       | REFERENCE | • Use of Articles- a, an  
       | Britannica Learning | • Naming words- Nouns, Gender  
       | The English Channel | • Singular / Plural  
       | By Illa Vij& Maryann Vaisoha | • Opposites  
       | Book 1 (Text & Practice Book) | • Punctuation (Capital letters , Full stop, Question Mark, Jumbled Sentences )  
       | | • Action Words  
       | | • Comprehension Passage  
       | | • Picture Comprehension  
       | | • Creative Writing |
| 2.    | **MATHEMATICS** | 1. Number Work 1 - 300  
       | Reference : | 2. Number Names [1-100]  
       | Maths time - 1 | • After, Before, Between,  
       | Orient Blackswan | • Greater and Smaller than (comparison )  
       | | • Increasing & Decreasing order  
       | | • Place and Place Value ( Tens & Ones ) 1-99  
       | | • Expanded and standard form  
       | | 3. One and two digit simple - Addition without regrouping  
       | | 4. Addition - Word Problems  
       | | 5. Time / Clock ( to the hour )  
       | | 6. Calendar -Names of the month, Days of week / Number of days in each month of the year  
       | | 7. Geometry (2-D shapes & 3-D shapes) |

- Please bring a pencil, an eraser and a set of crayons or colour pencils.  
- Please bring your ADMIT CARD